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Correlated Structural and Luminescence Analysis of
B-Doped Si-Nanocrystals Embedded in Silica

Rémi Demoulin, Dominique Muller, Daniel Mathiot, Philippe Pareige,
and Etienne Talbot*

Due to quantum confinement, by controlling the shape and
the size of silicon nanocrystals (Si-ncs), properties of materials
consisting of Si-ncs embedded in SiO2 can be tuned to develop
microelectronic or optoelectronic devices[1,2]. Another way to
modify the properties of these materials consists in the introduc-
tion of n or p-type impurities in Si-ncs, by the process of
doping.[3,4] For instance, it has been demonstrated that a high
doping level in Si-ncs may lead to the appearance of new plas-
monic properties.[5,6] A precise control of the impurity level in
these Si nanostructures allows the tuning of these properties
for a specific application.[7] However, the properties of doped
materials also seem to be closely linked to their nanostructures
and especially to the precise location of the impurities (i.e., in the

core of Si-ncs, at the Si-ncs interface, or
in the surrounding matrix). These last
years a strong interest has been paid on
optical, electrical, and recently on plas-
monic properties. However, investigations
on structural properties of doped Si-ncs
are not numerous. Recently, we have per-
formed a deep structural analysis, at the
atomic scale, of n-type doping in Si-ncs
embedded in SiO2, using atom probe
tomography (APT).[8] The growth of Si-ncs
and their doping were achieved by the coim-
plantation of Si and As or P in a SiO2 layer.
These investigations allowed us to conclude
that a high level of As or P (5–40 at%) can be
introduced in the core of Si-ncs. Consider-
ing the p-type doping of Si-ncs embedded
in SiO2, theoretical calculations have dem-
onstrated that the energy required to remove
a B atom from the Si-nc core is much lower

than for a P atom.[9] This makes the diffusion of B atoms toward
SiO2 easier and it should induce a favored location of these impu-
rities in the SiO2 phase, as in the case of Si bulk materials.[10]

By consequence, from an experimental point of view, Hiller
et al. have shown that B doping of Si-ncs can be hardly performed
by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).[11] In
this case, only a minority of Si-ncs are doped and contain less than
two impurities that may be located at the Si/SiO2 interfaces. In this
article, we propose to investigate the compositions of B-doped
Si-ncs embedded in SiO2 thin layer, elaborated by ion beam
synthesis. The use of APT process allowed us to define the
composition of the nanostructure of the sample and to determine
the precise location of B atoms regarding Si-ncs.

Figure 1 shows the 3D reconstruction of the 29Si and 11B coim-
planted SiO2 thin layer. The 3D mapping of Si atoms (Figure 1a)
evidenced the formation of Si-ncs in the implantation range of
29Si after an annealing at 1100 �C. Concerning B distribution
(Figure 1b), in this view, it seems difficult to define a favored
location with respect to the Si-ncs. However, by applying the
first nearest neighbor principle,[12] we have estimated that only
20% of B atoms are located near to the Si clusters positions.
The remaining 80% are diluted in the SiO2 matrix, which corre-
sponds to an impurity composition of 4.2� 1020 at.cm�3.
The solubility of B in SiO2 is higher than the solubility limit usu-
ally measured in pure Si (2� 1020 at.cm�3). Considering the
solubility of B in Si and SiO2, the segregation coefficient at
the Si-nc/SiO2 interface is estimated at 0.48. This value is
consistent with the result obtained at bulk Si/SiO2 interface
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Structural characteristics and luminescence properties of B-doped silicon
nanocrystals (Si-ncs) embedded in a SiO2 matrix elaborated by ion beam syn-
thesis are investigated. The use of atom probe tomography gives a unique
opportunity to experimentally evidence the exact location and composition of
B atoms in doped Si-ncs. These experiments allow to conclude about a favored B
location at the periphery of the Si-ncs depending on their size. In this way, two
categories of Si-ncs can be described: 1) largest Si-ncs that are B-doped and
where B atoms are located at the Si-ncs/SiO2 interface, and 2) smallest Si-ncs
that remain undoped but seem to be surrounded by a B-rich SiO2 shell. These
structural characteristics (composition and diameters) are correlated to the
photoluminescence properties of these Si-ncs. These measurements show the
well-known quenching of Si-ncs luminescence due to high B doping, which
allows us to conclude about the environment changes brought by the presence of
B in Si-ncs or of B-rich shell around Si-ncs.
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(0.3–0.5).[10,13] To examine closely the location of B, Figure 1c
represents the atomic distributions of Si and B in a cross-section
extracted from the analyzed volume near to the implantation
peak. It allows describing different types of Si-ncs. On one hand,
region α highlights that some Si-ncs should not contain any
B atoms or only at their surface. In contrast, region β evidenced
an aggregation of B atoms around a Si-nc. Thereafter, we will
consider two types of Si-ncs that may coexist in a single thin
layer, noted undoped Si-ncs and B-doped Si-ncs.

The size distributions of the Si-ncs in undoped and B-doped
samples are plotted in Figure 2a. It is worth noting that in both
samples, the size distributions are quite similar, following the
same evolution in a lognormal shape, and with almost equal
mean diameter, estimated at 2.5 nm (σ¼ 0.6 nm) in the undoped
layer and 2.6 nm (σ¼ 0.7 nm) in the B-doped layer. Some studies
reveal that the introduction of impurities could modify the

growth characteristics of Si-ncs.[14,15] In a recent work, using sim-
ilar elaboration conditions, we have demonstrated that in the
presence of P atoms, the size of Si-ncs increases, reaching a
mean diameter of 3.3 nm (σ¼ 1.0 nm).[8] Here, the introduction
of B atoms does not seem to influence the growth of Si-ncs. In
the B-doped sample, the composition of each Si-ncs have been
corrected from local magnification effect.[16] In fact, during
APT experiments, due to the high difference of evaporation field
required to trigger the evaporation of the different phases, ele-
ments from the SiO2 matrix can be artificially introduced in
the Si-ncs and must be identified. Moreover, the background
noise of the mass spectrum must be estimated. In this way,
to consider the limits of the detection system (1018 at cm�3),
here, we considered that a Si-nc is B-doped only if more than
5 B events are detected in the nanostructure. This means that
the quantity of B-doped Si-ncs may be slightly underestimated.

5 nm

2 nm(a) (b) (c)

56×56×114 nm3

Figure 1. a) Distribution of Si atoms with a highlighting of Si-ncs and b) distribution of B atoms in 29Si and 11B coimplanted SiO2 thin layer.
c) Cross-section extracted from the analyzed volume near to the implantation peak. Red and black dots correspond to Si and B atoms, respectively.
The volume is 35� 35� 3 nm3. Regions α and β represent two magnified views of an undoped Si-nc and a B-doped Si-nc.
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Figure 2. a) Comparison between size distributions of all Si-ncs measured in undoped (red) and B-doped (gray) thin layers. Size distributions of
b) B-doped and c) undoped Si-ncs population observed in the B-doped thin layer.
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In this case, it appeared that among the 334 Si-ncs detected in the
entire volume (Figure 1a), only 48% contain at least one B atom.
Regarding this, the size distribution of Si-ncs of B-doped thin
layer has been separated in two part, by considering B-doped
(Figure 2b) and undoped Si-ncs (Figure 2c). Mean diameters
are respectively estimated at 3.0 nm (σ¼ 0.7 nm) for B-doped
and 2.3 nm (σ¼ 0.6 nm) for undoped Si-ncs. It allowed us to evi-
dence a clear difference of mean diameter between both types of
Si-ncs, and it reveals a strong influence of the Si-ncs size on their
doping. In fact, undoped Si-ncs follow the same characteristics as
observed for Si-ncs of undoped sample, but B-doped Si-ncs show
a different size distribution shape and larger diameters. This may
indicate that the probability to insert B atoms in a Si-nc increases
when its size increases.

In addition to the characterization of atomic distributions
and size distributions of Si-ncs, APT analyses bring a unique
opportunity to define experimentally the precise location of
impurities around Si-ncs. Figure 3a,c represent the erosion
profiles computed for B-doped and undoped Si-ncs. An erosion
profile describes the evolution of the composition of each species
from the center to the surrounding matrix of clusters. The estab-
lishment of these profiles relies on both envelope and erosion
methods.[17] In the first step, an envelope is defined around
the Si cluster. Then, atoms are removed step by step from its
surface. Finally, the erosion profile can be plotted by computing
the composition of the eroded Si cluster at each step of the
erosion. In this kind of sample, the detection of oxygen atoms
in Si-ncs is the consequence of the local magnification effect.
Then, raw compositions measured for B erosion profiles may
be underestimated near Si-ncs.

In the case of B-doped Si-ncs, the composition of B reaches its
maximum (1.0 at%) at the Si-nc/SiO2 interface and decreases in
the core of Si-ncs. After correction, the B composition measured
in B-doped Si-ncs are lower than 2 at% for about 85% of Si-ncs.
As shown in Figure 3b, these observations on erosion profiles
evidenced a favored location of B atoms on both sides of the
Si-nc/SiO2 interface. Concerning the case of undoped Si-ncs,
B composition slightly increases from 0.5 to 0.6 at%, in the

SiO2 matrix near to the Si-ncs surface and abruptly decreases
in the core of Si-ncs. The measurement of a low B composition
in the Si-ncs is due to noise detection and size dispersion of
undoped Si-ncs; no B atoms are located in these Si-ncs. This
may indicate that even in undoped Si-ncs, B atoms tend to accu-
mulate near to the Si-ncs/SiO2 interface. As shown in Figure 3d,
this phenomenon should be schematized by the presence of an
intermediate shell between Si-ncs and SiO2 matrix that contains
a larger amount of B atoms than the rest of the matrix.
Considering the formation of a B-rich SiO2 shell of 0.5 nm
around Si-ncs and considering the size dispersion of undoped
Si-ncs (Figure 2c), it may represent a quantity of 4–10 B atoms
in the intermediate shell.

It is worth noting that this experimental observation of a
B aggregation at the Si-nc/SiO2 interface is consistent with
theoretical computation lead on B-doped Si-ncs embedded in
SiO2.

[9,18,19] Moreover, it confirms the recent experimental inves-
tigation of Hiller et al. based on a PECVD elaboration.[11] It is
also consistent with recent work based on other investigation
method. In fact, by combining X-ray diffraction experiments with
Monte Carlo simulation, Hunter et al. have evidenced the loca-
tion of B at the Si-ncs surface in Si-ncs of barely 5 nm of diameter
doped with 2.5–10% B.[20] This particular location of B atoms in
the periphery of Si-ncs may be explained by different phenom-
ena. First, theoretical studies have shown that the positioning of
B atoms at interfacial sites is energetically favored.[9,19] Second,
as the solubility of B in SiO2 is higher than in Si, the diffusion of
B atoms toward the Si-nc/SiO2 interface to settle in the matrix
can be expected. Then, if the solubility limit of B in SiO2 is
reached, due to the low solubility of B in Si, the excess of B
should be trapped at the periphery of the Si-ncs. Finally, the
aggregation of B atoms at the Si-nc/SiO2 interface of the largest
Si-ncs and the presence of a B-rich SiO2 shell around the smallest
ones may be also the result of the self-purification effect, which
tends to expel the impurities from the Si-ncs.[21]

Additional investigations have been performed on photolumi-
nescence (PL) properties. Figure 4 represents the PL spectra of
undoped and B-doped thin layers in function of the dose of

Figure 3. Mean erosion profiles of a) B-doped and c) undoped Si-ncs. The zero position corresponds to the Si-nc/SiO2 interface. b,d) Corresponding
illustrations of B positioning around a Si-nc embedded in SiO2 for each case.
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implanted B. The PL band centered at 1.6 eV, observed in
undoped sample, should originate from the recombination of
electron–hole pair in Si-ncs. As shown in Figure 2a for the high-
est dose of B (5� 1015 at.cm�2), the presence of B atoms does not
have influence on the growth of Si-ncs; however, it seems to have
a strong impact on their PL properties even for the lowest doses.
Two observations can be extracted from these PL measurements.
First, it highlights that the B implantation results in a strong
decrease in the Si-ncs PL intensity, even for the lowest doses.
Second, an increase in the B dose induces a blue shift of the
PL band from 1.6 eV in the undoped layer to 1.9 eV for a B dose
of 5� 1015 at.cm�2.

Both of these effects on PL luminescence of B-doped
Si-ncs agree with the observations of other authors whether
for the case of freestanding Si-ncs or Si-ncs embedded in
SiO2 matrix.[11,22–26] APT analyses evidenced that B atoms are
only detected in the biggest Si-ncs. As the presence of a single
B atom may lead to the deactivation of the Si-nc, we can assume
that only the smallest Si-ncs exhibit a PL signal. This observation
may explain the blueshift of the PL band observed on B-doped
samples. This should be attributed to the higher doping forma-
tion energy required to perform the doping of the smallest
Si structures and to a greater influence of the self-purification
effect which tends to keep these nanostructures undoped.[21,27]

The origin of the decrease in the PL signal intensity seems much
more complicated. In the case of the B-doped Si-ncs embedded
in SiO2 matrix, the quenching of the PL signal is a well-known
effect and is often attributed to the Auger recombination process
or strain-induced defect states.[14,22,28] In our case, for the highest
dose, APT analyses have clearly shown the location of B atoms at
the Si-nc/SiO2 interface of a part of Si-ncs, which can confirm the

effect of these nonradiative recombination processes. However,
only 48% of Si-ncs contain B atoms. Then, the 52% of Si-ncs that
still undoped should contribute to the PL, so we could expect to
measure PL signal with a higher PL intensity. Also, for lower B
doses, as the fraction of undoped Si-ncs may be more important,
the PL signal may be more intense. But, for B doses from 1 to
3� 1015 at.cm�2, PL intensities are barely equal. It means that B
atoms present in the SiO2 matrix, especially near to the Si-ncs,
can interact with Si-ncs and modify their properties. In fact, for
free-standing Si-ncs, it has been evidenced that the modification
of the Si-ncs surface can generate a change in their electronic
structure and then influence their optical properties.[29,30] Here,
concerning undoped Si-ncs, Figure 3c,d demonstrate the pres-
ence of B-rich SiO2 shell surrounding the Si-ncs. The formation
of this shell may locally change the environment of Si-ncs by
introducing defect states, acting as nonradiative recombination
centers, such as oxygen dangling bonds or length distortions
due to the lower radius of B atoms.[9,23,31]

In summary, the compositions of B-doped Si-ncs embedded
in SiO2 elaborated by ion beam synthesis have been investigated.
It was evidenced that only the largest Si-ncs are B-doped, and that
impurities are mainly located at the Si-ncs/SiO2 interfaces.
However, smallest Si-ncs, which still undoped, also seem to
be influenced by the B doping. Indeed, the formation of a B-rich
SiO2 shell surrounding these undoped Si-ncs was highlighted.
The presence of this B-rich SiO2 shell induces a modification
of the Si-ncs environment leading to a quenching of their lumi-
nescence properties.

Experimental Section
Undoped and boron-doped thin layers were prepared using ion beam

synthesis process. An isotopically pure silicon (28Si) wafer was oxidized to
form a 200 nm thick 28SiO2 layer. Then, the samples were implanted with
29Si at 50 keV at a dose of 6� 1016 cm�2. For the B-doped sample, to
match with the projection range of 29Si, 11B was implanted at 17 keV at
a dose of 5� 1015 cm�2. Finally, the thin films were annealed at 1100 �C
for 4 h in pure N2 to form Si-ncs and for impurities diffusion. According to
these parameters, the composition of implanted species reaches a maxi-
mum of 10.6 at% for 29Si and 1.2 at% for 11B at the implantation peak. The
3D atomic scale characterization of B-doped thin layer was carried out
using a laser-assisted wide-angle tomographic atom probe (LAWATAP,
Cameca) with a femtosecond UV pulsed laser (350 fs, 33 nJ, λ¼ 343 nm)
and a detector yield of 0.62. APT process is based on the evaporation field
effect applied on surface atoms of a sharp tip with a curvature radius lower
than 50 nm. The preparation of sharp tips was achieved by using the lift out
and annular milling procedure,[32] using a ThermoScientific plasma FIB
Hélios G4 CXe. Data analysis was performed using GPM3Dsoft software.
For this sample, the 3D reconstruction was based on a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) picture of the tip observed before APT analysis to
estimate the curvature radius.[17] Complete 3D reconstructions of both
samples and corresponding composition profiles of implanted species
are shown in Figure S1 to S4, Supporting Information. PL spectra were
measured with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm. Earlier, a second
annealing at 450 �C for 20min (90% N2þ 10% H2) was performed to pas-
sivate the nonradiative interface defects.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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